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Welcome to the periodic update on Private Client Property Investment Trends &
Issues across the UK, Europe & Globally.

Prime London Market Repositions "Post Budget 2012"
Stamp Duty Changes Hit Hard "Mid-Prime" £2m+
"Super-Prime £5m+ & £10m+" and "Pure Investment" (up to £2m) Charge Ahead

Prime London sales have fallen
in the £2m+ sector by 35% since
the Stamp Duty hikes imposed
by the Chancellor in the Spring
this year. 

Conversely sales of Prime
London properties in the circa
£1m-£2m soared by over 35%,
being prime "investment
territory" and unaffected by the
Budget.

SDLT increased by 7% for
individuals and a staggering 15%

for corporate entities. "Mansion Taxes" on £2m+ properties are in the pipeline.

"Super Prime" goes from strength to strength driven by foreign buyers from Europe,
Russia/CIS, the Middle East and Asia. A refuge to London's "safe haven" for many
HNW & UHNW buyers and investors based in the more politically and economically
"higher risk" parts of the world. Prime London real estate remains a very safe global
asset class. 

Savills most recent growth forecast (9.11.12) predicts prime Central London prices will
rise a further 25.6% by the end of 2017, tempered by a slight pause next year.
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In the £5m+ price bracket, over 64% of buyers
are overseas.  Of these 47% are Russian/CIS
and 24% are from the Middle East.

And in the £5m-£10m price bracket 88% of
buyers of "new build" London properties were
overseas owners and investors, particularly from
Asia and the Far East.

In the £10m+ price bracket overseas buyers
account for the vast majority of transactions in
the prime Central London with Russian, CIS and
Middle Eastern buyers alone accounting for
44% of purchasers.  This group dominates the
UHNW property sector and become even more
concentrated in the highest values to be found in
the Ultra-Prime stratosphere.

Overall prices in Central London YTD are
up by 6%.  However in Knightsbridge,
Belgravia and Chelsea prices are up by
an average of 9%.  

The rise in top-end house values is set to continue and strengthen as demand so
strongly out-strips supply, driven by global, rather than domestic, economic forces.

Sources: Curzon, Savills, KF, Property Week. 

"Ask the Experts: Finding Space"
Entrepreneurship Article 10/11 November: Curzon Advise

Starting up in business is never easy.  Finding the right sort of
office or other "work space" - including your local "Starbucks" or
Internet cafe - is not always as straight forward or as workable
as it sounds.  There are a lot of options out there - and lets not
forget costs, flexibility needs and that one size doesn't fit all!

Curzon made a few suggestions to help out which were
published in the FT's Weekend edition 10/11 November 2012.
Click  here for more.... 
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Please contact us directly for further information.
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